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I found this information online (so it's for another use) The controller is pretty easy for the program, but the instructions are written as a typical Chinese manual so it can confuse at first. 1. Press and hold the S button for 3 seconds. 2. Press the down arrow button until F1 appears. 3. F1 is the maximum temperature setting you want. Press
and hold the S key while using the up and down arrows to adjust the setting. 4. Press the On button to save the setting. If you do not press the power button, the setting will not be saved. 5. Repeat steps 1-4 F2. That's the difference in value. The default setting is 0.5C. If your maximum temperature is set at 18C and your difference is set
at 0.5 degrees Celsius, then the heating goes out when the wine reaches 18C and the cooler with a turn. When the temperature drops on the wine 17.5C the heating starts and the refrigerator turns off. You can set this value up to 0.1C but I advise you to keep it at least 0.5 degrees C so that there is a little hysterosis in the system,
especially if you are using a refrigerator or freezer that needs time to hit 6 compressors. Repeat steps 1-4 for F3. It's compressor delay time. The default is 3 minutes. This setting provides time to turn the cooling device on/off to avoid damage to the compressor. 7. Repeat steps 1-4 for F4. This is the temperature calibration setting. If you
believe that the sensor temperature does not match, you can set it here to an adjustment value. The display displays the current temperature. If you press the up arrow, it will show you what you are setting the maximum temperature for. If you click the down arrow, it will show you what you are setting the difference value to. Page 2 I found
this information online (well it's for another use) The controller is pretty simple for the program, but the instructions are written as a typical Chinese manual so it can confuse at first. 1. Press and hold the S button for 3 seconds. 2. Press the down arrow button until F1 appears. 3. F1 is the maximum temperature setting you want. Press and
hold the S key while using the up and down arrows to adjust the setting. 4. Press the On button to save the setting. If you do not press the power button, the setting will not be saved. 5. Repeat steps 1-4 F2. That's the difference in value. By 0.5C. If your maximum temperature is set at 18C and your difference is set at 0.5 degrees Celsius,
then the heating goes out when the wine reaches 18C and the cooler with a turn. When the temperature drops on the wine 17.5C the heating starts and the refrigerator turns off. You can set this value up to 0.1C but I advise you to keep it at least 0.5 degrees C so that there is a little hysterosis in the system, especially if you are using a
refrigerator or freezer that needs time to hit 6 compressors. Repeat steps 1-4 for F3. It's compressor delay time. The default is 3 minutes. This setting provides time to turn the cooling device on/off to avoid damage to the compressor. 7. Repeat steps 1-4 for F4. This is the temperature calibration setting. If you believe that the sensor
temperature does not match, you can set it here to an adjustment value. The display displays the current temperature. If you press the up arrow, it will show you what you are setting the maximum temperature for. If you click the down arrow, it will show you what you are setting the difference value to. Skip to content inkbird itc-1000
French stc 1000 cooler stc 1000 relay stc-1000 itc 1000 manual French stc 1000 manual French () pdf stc 1000 pdf thermostat stc 1000 Description: Digital STC-1000 220V Controller for thermostat of any use with sensor functions: Switch between warm and cold modes; October 10, 2016 June 25, 2018 Temperature management is
essential throughout the year with STC 100 or ATC 800 generally thinking of the first heat 16 July 2017 It would be possible to modify 1000 stc of 110v in. Thousands of references in French for free download! Looking for your instructions, the heating isn't working, I don't understand that we've put it on stc 1000 yet. The administrator has
deactivated the access in writing for I ordered my STC on Amazon at a price of 14 so come from There's a manual provided. Good at the same time7 fevr. 2016 I also set up an ITC-1000 model for Nano. 0.1oC precision, via the NTC (or CTN in French) type of 10k. SET: Squeeze after the BUTTON button, you can enter a temperature
adjustment mode. Set it up with both keys?or?. Squeeze three seconds one of the two You must be logged in to respond to this topic. Thermometer Compare intelligent thermostat that can control the automatic temperature Practice on the aquarium and other field that needs thermostat Frigorifique control late-out protection Temperature
measurement range: -50 degrees Celsius - 110 degrees Celsius Operating voltage: 220V; speed: 200 mA (maximum); 250 DH 9 in digital stock STC-1000 220V Any use of thermostat temperature controller with sensor cod Pre-order before orders Congratulations! You won the [$0.01 Snatch] prize! Please check your email address and
account within 7 days. Price: Price: App only: 1.Add the product to your shopping cart or wish list 2.Open Banggood app and find the product in your shopping cart or wish list. 3.Pay your order and get your discount! Click here for more app offerings only. or Scan the QR code to save more. Download the app to get an exclusive 10%
discount coupon: to France via arrival time - shipping - delivery time Shipping: No shipping method is available for this product in your area. Have a hint: If you won the snatch draw and did not check your account, you should check within 7 days; otherwise, your order will be cancelled. Guarantee: Temperature management is essential
throughout the year, but it is usually thought especially when the first summer heat arrives. This DIY is simple, but I advise you to have some electrical skills for doing DIY. Regulators ATC 800 and STC 1000 are widespread and are available on many websites. Managing the summer heat well DIY, watery pleasure In my opinion DIY is
part of the fun and personal pleasure of making it is important. If you are not a handsome man I give you eventually turnkey solutions to do the same. For this DIY I still have to make a nice drink it will be done time to find exactly what I want. What to plug into the temperature controller? For heating, we will usually connect thermodivers or
2, depending on the volume of the aquarium. To cool off on the other side, the possibilities are multifaceted. Fan (this has always been my choice) Cold group Long water hose passes through the cold part like a crawl space and is powered by a pump and many others. What can the temperature of the aquarium be used for steering? An
aquarium containing sea fish must be kept at a certain temperature: in fact, the temperature range varies depending on the species in question, but the average is about 24oC-26oC for most species on our reefs. A cooler temperature will slow down the dynamics of the fish. A higher temperature can be problematic of about 30 degrees
because bacteria may not be resistant to this heat. ACT 800 or STC 1000 Controller choice is a personal choice. ATC 800 is over and more binary to use. We'll give the target temperature to the nearest degree, interval to degree. STC 1000 is more complete. The target temperature is set to about 0.1 degrees. Delta temperatures are also
adjustable to 0.1 degrees. We'll add time management to that before activation and calibration. For which I chose the ATC 800 ATC 800A, I chose the ATC 800 because it is large, you can read the temperature from afar, and it is very easy to use. I didn't want a system that was too complex to begin with. The regulation has 1 degree close
to be enough for the aquarium especially that at the time I was illuminating in T5. After 6 years he suffered a short circuit with the heating that broke and since the consistency of the information was no longer the same, that's why I changed. The ATC 800 Wiring Wiring is very similar to that of the STC 100 and the plane is on the back of
the device. The ATC 800 rear scheme for which I chose the STC 1000 STC 1000 In a new piece of furniture I do not have as much space, the STC 1000 is more compact and therefore will be easier to install. In addition, it is more accurate and I want to do some tests by more precisely regulating the temperature. The downside, but it will
be quickly regulated, the probe of the purchased model is metal, there they are with a plastic probe, I was not attentive to control. But we can buy the probe to replace it. How to use a temperature controller Using a temperature controller is very simple. The main feature is that the refrigeration device will be activated when temperatures
exceed the target value, and the heating device will be activated when temperatures drop below the target value. Electric circuit STC 1000 Electric circuit STC 1000 is easy to perform. STC 1000 editing plan I made this montage in the video after disassembling my ATC 800 to download the plug. STC 100 with diagrams on topUsing STC
1000 I have from Facebook Live videos a lot of questions, I will try to answer them as much as possible here. We'll bypass the functions, because some don't master the English record. On/Off: When the STC 1000 temperature controller is turned on, it turns on automatically. The displayed number is the current temperature in Celsius
read by the temperature sensor. To turn off, hold down the power button until the screen turns black. Verification Settings: To find out the currently configured target ambient temperature, click the up arrow. Press down arrow to see the difference value Below. Change settings: STC-1000 has four programmable settings. To access it, hold
down the S key until F1 appears on the screen (about 3 seconds), and then release the button. Use the top/down arrows to scroll through F1, F2, F3, and F4. To change one of the settings, switch to the menu item in subject, hold down the S button, and use the up/down arrows to change the value. After selecting the value you want, click
the power button to save. Parameters explained: F1 - Temperature adjustment value: This is the temperature that the regulator must maintain. F2 - Value of difference deposits: This value determines the degree of allowed variations in degrees Celsius before the controller is activated. For example, if F1 is set to 25 degrees C with an F2
value of 0.5 degrees Celsius, the controller will not start until the temperature rises to 25.5 degrees Celsius or drops to 14.5 degrees C. F3 - Delay time: This value is expressed in minutes and determines the regulator's waiting time before starting when the temperature exceeds the value of the difference deposit. This prevents too often
start-ups, especially in the case of a low-temperature delta. F4 - Temperature calibration value: This can be used to calibrate the controller in case of inaccuracies. What values did I choose at home? As some will suspect, I've made some choices, and I'm giving them to you, but you don't necessarily have to make the same decisions. I
used a calibrated laser thermometer to check the temperature consistency for the F4 setting and I was right. It is not necessarily necessary to go to this level of precision. F1 - 25.0 F2 - 1.0 F3 - 3 F4 - 0.0 Test Before turning on the temperature controller, take the time to check that the aircraft is working and activates the exits correctly. To
do this, you will need a temperature controller and 2 3 accessories. Connect to the controller 2 bulbs (or 1 to change the socket) Connect the temperature controller. It should light up immediately and indicate the current temperature of the probe. Placing the transducer in cold water, side heating of the lamp must be turned on (attention to
the defined time frame) Put the probe in warm water, the side cooling of the lamp must be illuminated (attention to the defined time frame) Commercial solutions There are necessarily commercial solutions to carry out this regulatory action. Budgets range from mild madness to smaller budgets. It's yours again. choose one that will suit
your needs. All aquarium management computers (Apex, Profiles, aquatronica, etc.) manage temperature management. In Tunze, a 7,000 controller if two controlled sockets are added to it can also control the temperature. The Aqua Medic T twin controller also allows controls on this regulation by connecting heating spaghetti and cooling
devices. How without regulators. We get there on a manual solution, without regulators you can monitor the temperature yourself and activate or not fans to cool the water. This manual solution requires constant presence. Some permanently leave the fans, and then rely on heating to regulate, but in this case the evaporation is greatly
increased. Conclusion Temperature regulation is an important topic and is much sought after in late spring and early summer. This is necessary for maintenance in good conditions throughout our lives. The solutions are many for you to choose the one that suits you. Similar similar items
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